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> Mrs. Green:, That over there you don't get but one eighth.and,
you know, one-ejjghth is small. rWe get here five and six. And
in, (Osage name) told me. She said, (Osage name). I said,
vhat? (sentence in Osage) They cry.- .(Phrase in Osage) I
said, (Osacfe) what they cryingr for? They think—They don't
like this one-eighth. You know, one-eighth is big, bigger than
that 5 and 6 (Osage namel. I knew better than that, but I
'
just went ahead and said, it is big, "E-na." You know, oneeighth is not big. 5 and 6 is bigger than one-eighth. That's
what they pay over there.
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Mrs. Maker: I don't like them shipping in all that oil from
over there. Of course, they tell us they're keeping ours in
reserve. But now Alaska going about ruining I believe us.
'Cause that'5 going to belong to the United States.Mr. Maker: It's going to take'em about, oh; five years before
they can build a« pipeline down here, you know, to get that oil
through'there. They're trying to find a way where,—
Mrs. Green: Sometimes, I think, what in the world are we going
to do? You know, our payment is getting smaller'and smaller and **
smaller. Just look at that last lease, (Osage name)
Mrs. Maker: I know it.
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Mrs. Green: Its awful small. That wouldn't even cover this
• 2,229 Osages on the Payroll. How' much each one of us going to
get out Of that? The dead ones and living ones. You know,
( that ain't—We do well to get a $100, I guess, maybe $200^
Mrs. Maker: They might find-other uses for it.
Mr. Maker: They, didn't. Just like they bought-'-just like that
Osage Tribal Council bought air-conditioning last month. Summer
is over, but they bought air-conditioning for $4*000.
Mrs. Maker: Maybe they need one.
Mr. Maker: They had-one'in there. They said, well, it made too
much noise. S6 they got this new one in there. And it just
makes as much noise as that old one.
Mrs. Green: Like this one 'here. When ypu turn this 'one here,
you can't talkv It makes noise, little noise. My, I heard
that's what they was doing up there. $ think the next election—
'cause I think the full-bloods better get together. Not jump'

